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Abstract
Concurrent programs are often designed such that certain func-
tions executing within critical threads must terminate. Examples
of such cases can be found in operating systems, web servers,e-
mail clients, etc. Unfortunately, no known automatic program ter-
mination prover supports a practical method of proving the termi-
nation of threads. In this paper we describe such a procedure. The
procedure’s scalability is achieved through the use of environment
models that abstract away the surrounding threads. The procedure’s
accuracy is due to a novel method of incrementally constructing
environment abstractions. Our method finds the conditions that a
thread requires of its environment in order to establish termination
by looking at the conditions necessary to prove that certainpaths
through the thread represent well-founded relations if executedin
isolation of the other threads. The paper gives a description of ex-
perimental results using an implementation of our procedure on
Windows device drivers, and a description of a previously unknown
bug found with the tool.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software]: Software
Engineering—Program Verification; D.4.5 [Software]: Operating
Systems—Reliability

General Terms Reliability, Verification

Keywords Concurrency, Formal verification, Model checking,
Program verification, Termination, Threads

1. Introduction
Concurrent event-driven systems (e.g. operating systems, web
servers, mail servers, database engines) usually execute event-
handling routines in independent threads that communicatethrough
shared-memory. It is often the case that the system’s reliability and
usability relies on termination guarantees from code executed in
these threads. Device drivers, for example, provide event-handling
dispatch routines that are allowed by the operating system to tem-
porarily take over the execution context of the thread in which the
event occurred. Failing to terminate while handling these events
is considered as a violation of correctness. The complication for a
programmer trying to ensure termination of a dispatch routine is
that other dispatch routines from the same device driver maylikely
be concurrently modifying shared data and, thus, perhaps inadver-
tently cause the loop to diverge. The code in Figure 1, for exam-
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KeAcquireSpinLock(&Ext->SpinLock, &irql);

do {
irp = DequeueReadByFileObject(Ext, FileObject);
if (irp) {

irp->IoStatus.Status = STATUS_CANCELLED;
irp->IoStatus.Information = 0;

InsertTailList (&listHead,LinkPtr(irp));
}

} while (irp != NULL);

KeReleaseSpinLock(&Ext->SpinLock, irql);

Figure 1. Code fragment from a keyboard device driver whose ter-
mination partially depends on the correct behavior of otherthreads
from the driver.

ple, is a demonstration of this problem. This loop, which comes
from a keyboard device driver, could diverge if other threads from
the same driver begin adding elements into the queue withoutfirst
acquiring the spinlock&Ext->SpinLock. This scenario would
render the keyboard and machine useless.

Unfortunately, today’s automatic program termination provers
are designed only to support sequential programs. Note thatwe
cannot prove the termination of a thread by simply applying a
sequential program termination prover individually to thethread: a
sound proof of termination must consider the possible interactions
with the other threads. Furthermore, merely encoding all possible
interleavings between threads as a single sequential program does
not lead to a scalable solution using today’s termination provers.

What is needed is a practical, automatic, accurate and scalable
termination-proof technique that supports threads. In an effort to
achieve this goal, in this paper we adapt thread-modular verification
techniques based on environment abstractions (e.g.[15,26,30,33])
for the application of proving thread termination.

The challenge in this approach is to find a sound abstraction of
the environment that is accurate enough to prove the property of
interest. The technical contribution of this paper is a novel method
of constructing sound environment abstractions in the context of
thread-modular termination proofs. Our method finds the condi-
tions that a thread requires of its environment in order to establish
termination by looking at the conditions necessary to provethat
certain paths through the thread represent well-founded relations if
executedin isolation of the other threads. If such a proof exists, the
method extracts information from this proof in order to incremen-
tally strengthen the environment abstraction. The method also uses
failed attempts to prove the soundness of the environment abstrac-
tion in order to incrementally weaken it.

To demonstrate the practical utility of the proposed methodwe
have applied it to proving that Windows device driver dispatch rou-
tines do not diverge when executed in concurrent setting. These ex-



1 lock(lck);
2 while(x>0) {
3 InterlockedDecrement(&x);
4 }
5 unlock(lck);

1 while(nondet()) {
2 InterlockedDecrement(&x);
3 }

1 while(nondet()) {
2 y = y + 1;
3 lock(lck);
4 x = nondet();
5 unlock(lck);
6 }

T1 T2 T3

Figure 2. Example concurrent programP = T1||T2||T3. The binary relationA , lck 6= 1 ∨ x
′ ≤ x is an environment model (a.k.a.

agreement) sufficient to show thread-termination ofT1. InterlockedDecrement(&x) is a Windows kernel-level API that implements
x:=x-1 atomically. Note that, withoutInterlockedDecrement(&x), the instructionx=x-1 would be treated non-atomically as
two separate instructions (e.g.t=x-1;x=t;). The functionnondet() is used to represent non-deterministic choice. We note thatnon-
termination of the threadsT2 andT3 does not affect the thread-termination property of the threadT1.

periments represent the first known application of automatic thread-
termination proofs for industrial software.

Related work. All automatic tools known to be successful at
proving properties of concurrent programs employ some formof
reduction or elimination of the number of interleavings andchan-
nels of interaction considered during their search for a proof. Ex-
amples include [13, 16, 24, 25, 27, 29–31, 34, 35]. In the caseof
tools that attempt to eliminate all interleavings (e.g.thread-modular
tools [26,30]), the burden of performance and accuracy largely falls
to the techniques used to find the environment abstractions that fa-
cilitate the use of only sequential program analysis tools.The dis-
tinguishing characteristic of our approach in comparison to previ-
ous thread-modular techniques is the novel method described for
iteratively strengthening environment models for the application of
thread-modular termination analysis.

A variety of program termination provers have been reportedin
the literature (e.g.for imperative programs see [2,5,8,9,17–19,21,
22,40]). Our work differs from these previous works in that we are
the first to describe a practical method for proving termination of
threads—to date all of the existing work on automatic termination
analysis has focused on sequential programs.

In order to build a working solution to the thread-termination
problem we have built upon previously reported techniques.We use
existing tools for sequential program termination analysis. We also
use sequential safety provers when checking the soundness of can-
didate abstract environment models. We use a well-known method
for computing thread-local program invariants (e.g.[32]). We also
use a technique of computing relational meanings for instructions
via single-step symbolic simulation with fresh variables (as seen in
e.g.[6, 22,36,39]).

2. Example
Before providing a more formal description we begin with an ex-
ample which shows the key aspects of the algorithm. Figure 2 con-
tains a concurrent programP which is formed by the composition
of three threads:T1, T2, andT3. Imagine that we would like to
prove the termination ofT1—meaning that no computation of the
programP contains infinitely manyT1-steps. Notice thatP itself
does not guarantee termination.

Our algorithm is in search for an environment model, call itA,
that over-approximates the behavior of the threadsT2 andT3 while
being precise enough to facilitate the proof ofT1’s termination.A
is a binary relation over the states of the programP expressed using
only primed and unprimed versions ofP ’s shared variables (which
arex, x’, lck, andlck’ for our program). We use the primed
variables, such asx’ for example, to represent values of program
variables after taking a transition.

In this work we callA an agreement, as our algorithm imple-
ments a form of two-way negotiation which involves both strength-
ening and weakening. The search for anA uses feedback both from
the thread that we are trying to prove terminating and the threads
in the environment. During its execution the algorithm findsa se-
ries of draft agreements, A1, A2, etc. The algorithm attempts to
compute a fixpoint on these draft agreements. Both the draft agree-
ments and the final agreement are represented in conjunctivenor-
mal form. Strengthenings are implemented as additional conjuncts,
and weakenings as additional disjunctions within a single conjunct.

We begin with the weakest possible draft agreement

A1 , true ,

which imposes no constraints on the change of the shared variables
by the threadsT2 andT3. ClearlyT2 andT3 meet this agreement.

Our algorithm then attempts to prove thread-termination ofT1

not in the original concurrent setting ofP , but instead in a concur-
rent setting represented byA1. This amounts to considering com-
putations that arise from alternating execution steps ofT1 with non-
deterministic updates that respect the agreement. In our case of the
weakest possible agreementA1 , true, we must assume that the
updates can change the value ofx arbitrarily and the value oflck
in any way that obeys the locking discipline assumed to hold of the
program.

In the first iteration, the algorithm finds a counterexample to the
termination ofT1 in the concurrent setting with the agreementA1.
The counterexample is a sequence of instructions throughT1 and
together with instructions representing the interleavingwith A1.
In this case the counterexample contains the following statements,
where the statementx=nondet() models the effect of interleav-
ing with the agreementA1:

x=x-1;
x=nondet();
assume(x>0);

Notice that this instruction sequence is not well-founded (i.e. the
sequence can be repeated forever without reaching an inconsistent
state). However, it is a spurious counterexample, as it doesnot
represent an execution allowed inP .

The algorithm then uses this path to strengthen the agreement.
Strengthening here means that we add a conjunction to the agree-
ment such that the found counterexample is eliminated in thenext
iteration of the algorithm. The relation

A2 , true ∧ x
′ ≤ x

becomes the new agreement. The strengthening,x
′ ≤ x, is inferred

from a ranking relation for the restriction of the counterexample to
the steps taken only by the threadT1 (i.e. from the proof that the



sequence of statementsx=x-1; assume(x>0); is not a valid
counterexample to termination).

In the second iteration, we succeed in proving termination of
T1 in the concurrent setting with the agreement. We must then
check whether the other threads in the programP , i.e. the threads
T2 andT3, respect the draft agreementA2. In order to show that
the threadT2 respects the agreementA2, we must prove that
InterlockedDecrement(&x), which implements the decre-
ment x=x-1 atomically, does not increase the value ofx. This
check succeeds. We then attempt to prove thatT3 respectsA2 by
checking that the non-deterministic assignmentx=nondet() re-
spectsA2. This check fails—meaning that the agreementA2 ,

true ∧ x
′ ≤ x is too strong to be satisfied by the threadT3. In

response to this failed check we attempt to weakenA2.
To weakenA2 we take the locking into account: The statement

x=nondet(), which failed the check, is protected by a locklck.
Thus we weaken the agreement with a side-condition that rules out
this case:

A3 , true ∧ (lck 6= 1 ∨ x
′ ≤ x) .

The range oflck is over the thread identifiers{1, 2, 3}. Infor-
mally stated,A3 states that the environment should “ensure that
it never increases the value ofx in the case that threadT1 holds the
lock lck”.

We now restart the algorithm with the weakened draft agree-
mentA3. We can still prove the termination ofT1 in the context
of the weaker agreementA3. Furthermore, we can now prove that
both T2 andT3 respectA3. Thus, we have found a fixpoint and
proved thatT1 is thread-terminating in the concurrent programP
using the final agreement

A , A3 , true ∧ (lck 6= 1 ∨ x
′ ≤ x) .

Practical reasons for success. The strategy proposed in this sec-
tion uses a collection of tools as sub-procedures which approximate
solutions to undecidable problems (e.g.both safety and termination
for infinite-state systems)—thus we cannot guarantee that the ap-
proach will always terminate, nor can we guarantee that counterex-
amples found with the approach will not be spurious. However, as
we will see in Section 7, in practice our preliminary implementa-
tion performs well. The following notes provide some explanation
as to why:

• Many loops used in industrial programs use termination condi-
tions that only depend on thread-local variables. As we willsee
in Section 7, more than half of the loops from Windows device
drivers are provably thread-terminating withA1 , true. In the
remaining cases only a few rounds of strengthening and weak-
ening are typically required. This is due to the fact that program-
mers typically use defensive techniques when writing loops,
e.g. they typically do not depend on complex whole-program
invariants to establish termination. It is for this reason that our
strategy of considering program paths in isolation works: the
reason that a path does not represent a divergent execution will
likely not involve much reasoning about the surrounding envi-
ronment.

• Our definition of thread-termination does not rule out deadlock,
as deadlock is a safety property. That is, we are proving thatT1

eventually stops executing, not thatT1 eventually reaches a call
to exit or return. This separation of concerns allows us to
use methods that would otherwise be precluded.

• It is known that both termination and safety checking can be
made practical for some classes of industrial sequential soft-
ware (e.g. [3, 7, 21, 28]). In our setting we are applying this
same class of tools on sequential programs that encode the in-
terleaving of only two threads (as opposed to 3, 4, etc), one of

which is a representation of a typically very simple artifact (the
agreementA). Thus, in practice, the sequential program analy-
sis tools still perform adequately on these programs.

• Sequential program termination provers typically do notprove
the validity of the counterexamples that they return. That is,
these tools typically are attempting only toprove termination
and notprove non-termination. In theory this could cause our
analysis to loop forever as it tries to strengthen/weaken agree-
ments based on counterexamples that are not only spurious in
the concurrent setting but also the sequential setting. In prac-
tice, however, this is not a problem. If the termination prover
supports linear arithmetic, bit-vectors, and heaps then the num-
ber of spurious counterexamples is quite low.

• The agreements necessary to prove thread termination typically
need only express conditions on the directions in which the val-
ues of shared variables may change,i.e. the direction of vari-
ance of a shared variable rather than a unary invariance rela-
tionship. Aside from conditions on lock variables our method
never introduces unary state assertions,e.g.y > 0, but rather
always uses binary variance assertions,e.g.x′ ≤ x. It is for this
reason that we can easily prove that threads in the environment
respect the agreementA. In the case thatA , y > 0, stronger
methods would be required to prove thatT3 from Figure 2 re-
spectsA.

3. Formal definitions
The previous section informally introduced our thread-modular
algorithm for proving thread termination. In this section we make
the algorithm more precise.

3.1 Preliminaries

We assume a fixed programP composed fromN concurrent threads
T1, . . . , TN. Let G be the set of global states defined as valuations
of shared variables. LetLi be the local states of threadTi defined
by valuations of local variables of threadTi. A program states
consists of a global stateg together with local statesl1, . . . , lN of
the threads,i.e.s = (g, l1, . . . , lN). Let Σ be the set of all states of
the programP , i.e.Σ = G × L1 × · · · × LN.

When making a transition from a states, we assume that in
practice each threadTi can only modify the global stateg and its
local stateli; all other local stateslj , wherej 6= i, remain the same.
Formally, the transition relationRi of the threadTi is a subset of
Σ × Σ such that for each((g, l1, . . . , lN), (g′, l′1, . . . , l

′
N)) ∈ Ri

we have that for allj 6= i, lj = l′j holds. Moreover, without loss of
generality, we assume thatli 6= l′i. For example we can assume that
each thread has a local program counter which changes its value if
and only if the corresponding thread makes a step. This assumption
is for Definition 1.

The transition relationR of the programP is the disjoint union
of the transition relations of the threads,R = R1 ⊎ · · · ⊎ RN.
Non-atomic reads and writes can be modelled in this framework by
splitting single statements into composite statements with tempo-
rary variables (e.g.x=x+1 can be re-written ast=x; x=t+1;).

Let I ⊆ Σ be the set of initial states of the programP . We
define a computationσ of the programP to be a (possibly infinite)
sequence of statesσ = s1, s2, . . . such thats1 is an initial state,
and each pair of consecutive states(s, s′) is inR. We say that a state
is reachable if it appears in some computation, and writeReach(P)
for the set of all reachable states of the programP .

We assume a finite set of lock-variables,Locks. Assume that
we have a locklck ∈ Locks. Intuitively, if the value of the locklck
in the states is 3 then this means that the threadT3 (and no other
thread) holds the locklck in the states. If its value is0 then no
thread holds the lock.



We assume that threads satisfy the following locking discipline:
A thread can acquire a lock only for itself, and it can releasea
lock only when it owns it. Thus, we are not currently considering
mutexes. Formally, for each threadTi and lock variablelck we
assumeRi ⊆ DA

i andRi ⊆ DB
i , where

D
A
i , {(s, s′) | s(lck) = 0 ∧ s′(lck) 6= 0 → s′(lck) = i}

D
B
i , {(s, s′) | s(lck) 6= i ∧ s(lck) 6= 0 → s′(lck) = s(lck)}

Later in the paper we will useDA
i and DB

i as formulae over
variables rather than sets of states,e.g. “ lck = 0 ∧ lck′ 6= 0 →
lck′ = i”.

3.2 Thread termination

Assume thatT1 is the thread whose termination behavior is under
investigation.

DEFINITION 1 (Thread termination).T1 is thread terminatingif
in each computation of the programP it makes only finitely many
steps. Formally, for every computationσ = s1, s2, . . . of the
programP there exists a positionk ≥ 1 such that there are no
T1 steps afterk, i.e. if (si, si+1) ∈ R1 theni ≤ k.

DEFINITION 2 (AgreementA). An agreementA is a binary rela-
tion over states that expresses a constraint on the change ofglobal
states, and leaves the change of local states unconstrained. For-
mally, for each pair of states((g, . . . ), (g′, . . . )) ∈ A and for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , N} we have

{(li, l
′

i) | ((g, . . . , li, . . . ), (g
′, . . . , l′i, . . . )) ∈ A} = Li × Li .

We define the relational composition of two relationsA andB
over states in the usual way,i.e.A ◦ B = {(s, s′′) | ∃s′. (s, s′) ∈
A ∧ (s′, s′′) ∈ B}. Let A∗ denote the reflexive transitive closure
of A. For eachi ∈ {1, . . . , N} we define a restricted identity
relation idLi

over states (which constrains only the local states of
threadTi):

idLi
= { ((g, . . . , li, . . . ), (g

′, . . . , li, . . . )) |

(g, . . . , li, . . . ) ∈ Σ and(g′, . . . , l′i, . . . ) ∈ Σ} .

Ideally, we would like to use the agreementA to break the
proof of thread termination forT1 into the checking that i)T1’s
transition relation—when combined withA and restricted to states
Reach(P) × Reach(P)—is well-founded, and ii) that the transi-
tion relations of the remaining threads respectA when restricted to
Reach(P) × Reach(P). However, the difficulty is that the restric-
tion toReach(P)×Reach(P) requires us to consider the set of all
possible interleavings between the various threads. For this reason,
following existing techniques for thread-modular verification, we
compute athread-local invariantSi for each threadTi.

A thread-local invariantSi approximatesReach(P) by con-
straining only the local partli of states of the threadTi. This means
that the global part of the state and the local parts of the other
threads remain unrestricted.

DEFINITION 3 (Thread-local invariantSi). A set of statesSi is a
thread-local invariantfor the threadTi in the concurrent program
P if it only constrains the part of the state that is local to the
threadTi, contains the initial statesI , and is closed under the
image operation of the transition relationRi of the threadTi that
is applied in composition with the non-deterministic assignment to
the global variables. Formally,Si needs to satisfy the conditions:

{g | (g, . . . ) ∈ Si} = G

{lj | (. . . , lj , . . . ) ∈ Si} = Lj for eachj ∈ {1, . . . , N} \ {i}

I ⊆ Si

[(Si × Σ) ∩ idLi
] ◦ Ri ⊆ Σ × Si

T1 is thread terminatingif there exists an agreementA and
thread-local invariantsS2, . . . , SN such that

1. The sequential programSeqComp(T1,A) terminates,
2. [Ri ∩ (Si × Si)] ⊆ A for eachi ∈ {2, . . . , N}.

Figure 3. Thread-termination proof rule.

We use thread-local invariants to restrict the domain and range
of Ri when checking it with respect to the agreementA. A proof
rule making this precise is given in Figure 3. In the rule we use the
sequential programSeqComp(T1,A) defined below (intuitively,
we abstract the interleaving of threadT1 with the other threads
by composing each of its statements with any number of non-
deterministic, butA-conform assignments to the global variables).

DEFINITION 4 (SeqComp). LetSeqComp(T1,A) be a sequential
program with the set of initial statesI1 and the transition relation

[A ∩ idL1
]∗ ◦ R1 .

Soundness of the proof rule in Figure 3 relies on the following
lemma relating thread-local invariants and premises of theproof
rule.

LEMMA 1. A thread-local invariantSi, where i ∈ {2, . . . , N},
approximates the set of reachable states of the programP , i.e.
Reach(P) ⊆ Si.

PROOFWe show that every reachable states in Reach(P) is con-
tained inSi by induction over the shortest number of transitionsn
which is required to reachs. Forn = 0 we have thats is in I , and
hence inSi. For the induction step, we assume thats is reachable
aftern transitions, and hence by the induction hypothesis it is inSi

We prove that its successors′ is in Si. Let Tj be the thread that
makes the transition froms to s′, i.e. (s, s′) ∈ Rj . Now we con-
sider the case wheni = j. We have(s, s) ∈ [(Si×Σ)∩ idLi

], from
which follows that(s, s′) ∈ Σ × Si. If i 6= j then theli-part ofs
does not change during transition. SinceSi restricts onlyTi-local
part of the state, we haves′ ∈ Si. �

THEOREM1. The proof rule in Figure 3 is sound. Existence of
an agreementA and a set of thread-local invariantsS2, . . . , SN,
which satisfy the premises of the proof rule, implies the thread-
termination property of the threadT1.

PROOF Assume that the conditions of the proof rule hold for an
agreementA and thread-local invariantsS2, . . . ,SN, butT1 is not
thread terminating. We shall derive a contradiction to the first con-
dition, i.e. we show that the sequential programSeqComp(T1,A)
does not terminate.

Let σ = s1, s2, . . . be an infinite computation ofP that vio-
lates the thread termination property forT1. Then,σ contains in-
finitely many transitions ofT1, which are possibly interleaved with
transitions of other threads. We show thatσ is a computation of
SeqComp(T1,A). We need to prove that each transition(s, s′) in
σ that is not taken by the threadT1 satisfies the agreementA, as
we have(s, s′) ∈ idLi

. Let (s, s′) ∈ Ri for somei ∈ {2, . . . , N}.
From Lemma 1, we have thats ands′ are inSi. Hence, from the
second condition of the proof rule we have(s, s′) ∈ A. �

3.3 Algorithm

Our algorithm for proving thread-termination is defined over four
sub-procedures: atermination checker(for sequential programs),
a strengthening procedure, a guarantee checker, and aweakening
procedure. See Figure 4 for the algorithm.

The termination checker is used in Figure 4 during attempts to
prove the termination of sequential programs constructed from T1



input
concurrent programP = T1|| . . . ||TN

begin
A := true
repeat

if SeqComp(T1,A) terminatesthen
return “T1 is thread terminating”

else
π := lasso counterexample inT1

if strengthening ofA is not possible usingπ then
return “T1-termination proof failed”

else
A := strengthened agreement found withπ

foreach i ∈ {2, . . . , N} do
if Ti fails to guaranteeA then weakenA

done
done

done
end.

Figure 4. Algorithm for checking thread-termination using termi-
nation agreements.

andA, i.e. SeqComp(T1,A). When this proof succeeds then we
can argue thatT1 is thread terminating ifA is a sound overap-
proximation ofT2, . . . TN, i.e. the environment respectsA. If the
sequential termination check fails then we expect that the termi-
nation prover returns a potential counterexample, which isa lasso
pathπA throughSeqComp(T1,A). We say thatπA is defined to
be a lasso path ifπA = πA,s.(πA,c)ω and bothπA,s andπA,c are
finite sequences (thes is short for “stem”,c is short for “cycle”). As
is done in [21], we can actually think ofπA as a sequential program
(independent ofP and its threads) that represents executions of the
form πA,s.(πA,c)ω. We can even use other termination provers to
try and prove that these “representative programs” are terminating,
i.e. that the paths are spurious counterexamples to termination. Fur-
thermore, we can remove theA-steps fromπA. Let this version of
πA beπ. The pathπ can also be viewed as a program representing
all executions inT1 of the formπs.(πc)ω where, again,πs andπc

are finite sequences.
The strengthening procedure in Figure 4 attempts to prove the

cyclic component of the sequential program thatπ represents is
terminating (i.e. that the relation that it represents is well-founded)
in order to mine information about the assumptions under which
the threadT1 terminates. If the strengthening procedure succeeds
in proving well-foundedness of the cycle, thenπA may represent
a spurious counterexample toT1’s thread-termination inP . In this
case the strengthening procedure strengthens the agreement A us-
ing the information mined from the proof ofπc’s well-foundedness.
Under the assumption that the environment satisfies the new agree-
ment, the pathπ is not a counterexample to thread-termination in
the concurrent context with the new agreement. A detailed descrip-
tion of this procedure and its connection to the sequential termina-
tion checker is contained in Section 5.

The guarantee checker in Figure 4 takes an agreementA and a
threadTi and attempts to ensure thatTi in its concurrent execution
respects the agreementA. If the guarantee checker fails then the
the weakening procedure is used. The weakening procedure takes
as input the agreementA, the threadTi, and an explanation for the
failure of the guarantee check. The weakening procedure attempts
to produce a new weaker agreement respected by the threadTi. A
detailed description of the checking and weakening mechanisms
appear in Section 6.

4. Proving termination with agreements
Our goal in this section is to provide a method of encoding
SeqComp(T1,A) such that it can be passed to an existing sequen-
tial termination prover and such that the counterexamples produced
by the termination prover can be examined in isolation ofA.

We assume thatA is a formula expressed over the shared vari-
ables of the program, sayV (including Locks), and their primed
versionsV′ (includingLocks′). For now we will assume thatA is
reflexive and transitive—later we will discuss an implementation-
level detail that encodes the reflexive and transitive closure ofA.

To implementSeqComp(T1,A) we define a new sequential
programS with a control-flow graph that is identical to that of
T1, with the exception of additional instructions within the basic
blocks. The construction ofS is thus performed at the instruction-
level on the instructions from the threadT1.

DEFINITION 5 (Transformation implementingSeqComp(T1,A)).
Let S be a program constructed from the threadT1 such thatS
has the same control-flow graph asT1 and a call to the procedure
A STAR() is placed in front of each statement. We define
A STAR() to be:

1. a series of assignment statementsv′ := nondet(); for each
v′ ∈ V′ (includingLocks′),

2. assume(A);
3. assume(DA

j ); for eachj ∈ {2, . . . , N} and for each lock
variablelck,

4. assume(DB
j ); for eachj ∈ {2, . . . , N} and for each lock

variablelck,
5. a series of assignment statementsv := v′; for eachv′ ∈ V′

(includingLocks′),

Our transformation creates a program whose transition relation
corresponds to the sequential composition of the transition relation
of the threadT1 and the relation defined by the agreementA. It
is achieved by having a statement that correspond toA-respecting
steps before each statement of the threadT1.

Counterexamples. The counterexample produced by the sequen-
tial program termination prover will include instructionsinside of
A_STAR. Thus, this counterexample produced fromS is theπA

mentioned in Section 3. In order to construct theT1-centric coun-
terexampleπ we need only remove the instructions fromA_STAR
from πA.

4.1 Examples

Agreements without locks. We consider theT1 in Figure 2, and
assume the agreementA , x

′ ≤ x. Informally this means

“The other threads executing concurrently will only makex
smaller if they modifyx at all.”

An application of the transformation from Definition 5 on the
threadT1 produces the program shown in Figure 5.

TERMINATOR, for example, is able to prove the termination of
this sequential program. Furthermore, the termination proof of this
program implies thatT1 terminates when executed in an environ-
ment which agrees toA.

Agreements with locks. We can also support agreements with
predicates over locks, such as

A , [lck 6= 1 ∨ x
′ ≤ x] .

The intention ofA is almost the same as before with the extra side
condition that the guarantee need only be provided by the other
threads when thread1 holds the locklck. In case that another
thread does have the locklck, thenlck 6= 1 and thus, nothing is
promised.



void A_STAR()
{

lck’ = nondet();
x’ = nondet();
assume(!(lck==0 && lck’!=0) || lck’>1);
assume( lck!=1 || lck’==l);
assume(x’<=x);
lck = lck’;
x = x’;

}

void S()
{

A_STAR();
lock(lck)
A_STAR();
while(x>0) {

A_STAR();
InterlockedDecrement(&x);
A_STAR();

}
A_STAR();
unlock(lck);

}

Figure 5. Result of transformation in Definition 5 onT1 from
Figure 2 andA = x

′ ≤ x.

void A_STAR()
{

lck’ = nondet();
x’ = nondet();
assume(!(lck==0 && lck’!=0) || lck’>1);
assume( lck!=1 || lck’==l);
assume(x’<=x || lck!=1);
lck = lck’;
x = x’;

}

void S()
{

A_STAR();
lock(lck)
A_STAR();
while(x>0) {

A_STAR();
InterlockedDecrement(&x);
A_STAR();

}
A_STAR();
unlock(lck);

}

Figure 6. S constructed fromA , [lck 6= 1 ∨ x
′ ≤ x] andT1

from Figure 2.

We consider again the threadT1 from Figure 2, in which the in-
structionlock(lck) is placed just before the start of the loop.
Using this example together with our newA will give us a se-
quential program in which the definition ofA_STAR is contained
in Figure 6. The available program termination provers can prove
the termination of this program also. However, without the call to
lock(lck) the termination proof would fail.

4.2 Supporting non-transitive agreements

In the case that the agreementA is not transitive, we can encode
its reflexive and transitive closure in our translation by placing the
following code-fragment instead ofA_STAR() in front of each
statement in the threadT1:

while(nondet()) {
IgnoreCutpoint();
A_STAR();

}

We assume that the use ofIgnoreCutpoint() causes the
program termination prover to ignore failures of program termi-
nation in which the infinite subsequence of the non-termination
execution remains strictly within the loop enclosing callsto
IgnoreCutpoint(). In practice (where termination provers are
based on the identification of cutpoints in the program’s control-
flow graph) this is easy to implement.

5. Strengthening agreements
In this section we describe a method of strengthening the termina-
tion agreementA with additional constraints. This has the effect of
placing additional constraints on the environment, thus giving the
thread of interest more guarantees about the direction of the vari-
ance of the variables that it is reading and updating.

We assume the situation where the sequential termination
prover has found a counterexample pathπA in the sequential pro-
gramS . This means that there exists a sequence of statements only
from the threadT1. Letπ be the subsequence ofπA that consists of
the statements from the threadT1. Recent termination provers can
produce such counterexamples and represent them in form of lasso
paths (as described in [21]). Hence, we assume thatπ consists of
two parts,πs andπc. For simplicity of exposition, we only use the
cycle part of the lasso for refining the agreement. In order toin-
crease precision, the stem part can be taken into account following
an algorithm in [21].

The strengthening algorithm analyzes whether the non-
termination is caused by the interleaving withA. This analy-
sis amounts to the computation of a ranking function for the se-
quenceπc (which does not contain any statements fromA). If such
a ranking function exists then we say that the counterexample is
potentially spurious. We saypotentiallyspurious becauseA might
truly represent a possible behavior of the environment.

In the case thatπc is well-founded, the strengthening algorithm
suggests a strengtheningAδ of the termination agreement that can
be used for pruning the counterexample on the next iterationof the
algorithm. We thus useAδ to strengthenA:

A := A∧Aδ

Aδ needs to satisfy the following properties.

• Any interleaving ofAδ with the statements fromπc is a well-
founded relation, i.e. the sequence below is well-founded.

A∗

δπc
1A

∗

δ . . .A∗

δπc
nA

∗

δ

Here, A∗
δ represents an arbitrary sequence ofAδ elements.

This property guaranties that our thread-termination algorithm
makes progress at each iteration—each counterexample appears
only once. Section 6 describes an algorithm that uses lock-
ing information to weaken agreements, while maintaining the
progress property.

• Aδ must be a reflexive relation, and hence admit void environ-
ments not modifying shared variables.

We argue that the binary relation that captures the non-increase
of the ranking function forπc, together with the identity relation



provide a good candidate for a stronger termination agreement. Let
r(x) be an expression over theL1-variables that determines the
ranking function computed for the sequenceπc. We define

Aδ ≡ r(x′) ≤ r(x) .

We observe thatAδ is transitive and reflexive as required by
our algorithm. Additionally,Aδ guarantees the elimination of this
counterexample if all assertions that are used in the proof of well-
foundedness ofπc are transitive, which is often observed in systems
code.

LEMMA 2. Let the sequential composition of statementsstmt1

and stmt2 given over the variablesx and x′ be included in the
‘strictly decreasing’ relationrx′ ≤ rx − 1 induced by a linear
ranking functionrx. Then, forAδ = rx′ ≤ rx we have that the
transition relation of the sequence of statements

stmt1; x
′ = nondet(); assume(Aδ); x = x

′; stmt2;

is included inrx′ ≤ rx − 1 provided that the transition relations
of the statementsstmt1; andstmt2; are transitive.

PROOF Let the transition relations of the statementsstmt1 and
stmt2 be represented by the relations(PP ′)

`

x

x′

´

≤ p and
(QQ′)

`

x

x′

´

≤ q, respectively. First, from their transitivity follows
thatP = −P ′ andQ = −Q′. (The proof relies on the assumption
that the rows of(PP ′) and(QQ′) are linearly independent, which
holds for transition relations of program statements.) Second, since
their sequential composition is included in the ‘strictly decreasing’
relation, i.e.

„

P P ′ 0
0 Q Q′

«

0

@

x
x′
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1

A ≤
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p
q
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we have that for some non-negative vectorsλ andµ

λP = −r λP ′ = −µQ µQ′ = r .

We consider the sequential composition of the statements inter-
leaved with the agreement:

0

@

P P ′ 0 0
0 −r r 0
0 0 Q Q′

1

A

0

B

@

x
x′

x′′

x′′′

1

C

A
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0

@

p
0
q

1

A .

We observe that the linear combination defined by the vector
(λ 1 µ) yields the desired implicationrx′′′ ≤ rx − 1. �

Now by induction over the length of the sequenceπc

we can prove that the transition relation of the sequence
A∗

δπc
1A

∗
δ . . .A∗

δπc
nA

∗
δ is included inrx′ ≤ rx − 1.

5.1 Example

Consider a programS representingSeqComp(T1,A), whereT1 is
drawn from Figure 2, andA = true. See Figure 7. In this case a
sequential program termination prover would produce counterex-
ample including the cycle expressed by the line numbers of the
traversed statements.

πA,c = 3.A → 3 → 4.A → 2 →

A.1 void A_STAR(int i)
A.2 {
A.3 x’ = nondet();
A.4 lck’ = nondet();
A.5 assume(!(lck==0 && lck’!=0) || lck’>1);
A.6 assume( lck!=1 || lck’==lck);
A.7 assume(true);
A.8 x = x’;
A.9 lck = lck’;
A.10 }

0 void S() {
1.A A_STAR();
1 lock(lck);
2.A A_STAR();
2 while(x>0) {
3.A A_STAR();
3 InterlockedDecrement(&x);
4.A A_STAR();
4 }
5.A A_STAR();
5 unlock(lck);
6 }

Figure 7. S constructed fromA = true andT1 from Figure 2.

When we consider the representation ofπA,s in static single as-
signment form, we get the following relation,[[πA,c]] =

{ ((x0, lck0), (x3, lck2))

| lck0 = 0 ∧ lck1 6= 0 ⇒ lck1 > 1 // 3.A: creatingx1 andlck1

∧ lck0 = 1 ⇒ lck1 = lck0 // 3.A:

∧ x2 = x1 − 1 // 3:

∧ lck1 = 0 ∧ lck2 6= 0 ⇒ lck2 > 1 // 4.A: creatingx3 andlck2

∧ lck1 = 1 ⇒ lck2 = lck1 // 4.A:

∧ x3 > 0 // 2:

}

Because theA-statements non-deterministically change the
value of the variablex, we can always find a value forx3 such
that x3 > 0. Thus the relation thatπA,c represents is not well-
founded. However, if we consider only the statements inπA,c that
come fromT1 (i.e. πc = 3 → 2 →) we get a relation[[πc]] that is
provably well-founded.

[[πc]] = {((x0, lck0), (x1, lck0)) | x1 = x0 − 1 ∧ x1 > 0}

In this case tools based on rank function synthesis (e.g. RANK -
FINDER [38] or POLYRANK [9–12]) would produce a witness to
the well-foundedness in the form of a ranking functionx. Every
relation step decreases the value of the ranking function byat least
one, and this decrease is bound from below by zero.

We are now in the situation where the counterexample found
in S is either due to a real concurrency bug or an insufficient en-
vironment assumption. The observation that we make here is that
the computation of the ranking function in the non-concurrent case
can provide a useful hint for the construction of the environment
assumption that the developer of the threadT1 is expecting. Fol-
lowing Lemma 2 we consider the relation

Aδ = x′ ≤ x

for strengthening of the agreement. Note that a terminationprover
for sequential programs does not produce the same counterexample
when supplied a program implementingSeqComp(T1,A ∧ Aδ),
as the relation represented by the cycleπA∧Aδ ,s is well-founded,



[[πA∧Aδ ,c]] =

{ ((x0, lck0), (x3, lck2))

| lck0 = 0 ∧ lck1 6= 0 ⇒ lck1 > 1 // 3.A: creatingx1 andlck1

∧ lck0 = 1 ⇒ lck1 = lck0 // 3.A:

∧ x1 ≤ x0 // 3.A

∧ x2 = x1 − 1 // 3:

∧ lck1 = 0 ∧ lck2 6= 0 ⇒ lck2 > 1 // 4.A: creatingx3 andlck2

∧ lck1 = 1 ⇒ lck2 = lck1 // 4.A:

∧ x3 ≤ x2 // 4.A

∧ x3 > 0 // 2:

}

6. Checking and weakening agreements
In this section, we describe a method for checking if the other
threads in the programP respect the agreementA. Our method
relies on asequentialsafety checker for the computation of thread-
local invariantsS2, . . . , SN. We also describe a method of weaken-
ingA in the case that the environment does not respect it.

We check that the threadsT2, . . . , TN respectA by proving the
assertion validity for a set of sequential programsAgChk(T2,A),
. . . ,AgChk(TN,A) (defined below in Definition 6). Each program
is constructed by adding additional statements into the control-
flow graph of the thread, and using auxiliary variables′V that are
copies of the shared variablesV. These statements serve two goals.
Firstly, they ensure that the set of reachable states of a program
AgChk(Ti,A) corresponds to a thread-local invariantSi for the
threadTi. Secondly, they check if the agreementA is satisfied. This
check naturally takes the thread-local invariantSi into account.

DEFINITION 6 (AgChk(Ti,A)). Let Qi = AgChk(Ti,A) be a
program constructed from the threadTi, wherei ∈ {2, . . . , N}
such thatQi has the same control-flow graph asTi and each state-
mentstmt; is replaced by the following sequence of statements:

1. a series of assignment statementsv′ := nondet(); for each
v′ ∈ V′,

2. assume(¬(lck = 0 ∧ lck′ 6= 0) ∨ lck′ 6= i ); for each lock
variablelck,

3. assume(lck 6= i ∨ lck′ = i); for each lock variablelck,
4. a series of assignment statements′v := v; for each′v ∈ ′V,
5. a series of assignment statementsv := v′; for eachv ∈ V,
6. stmt; and
7. assert(A[′V/V][V/V′ ]));

The output of this transformation,Qi can be passed to a se-
quential safety checker. We observe that the set of reachable states
of Qi represent a thread-local invariantSi that satisfies the con-
ditions of the proof rule and is sufficiently strong to support the
proof of agreement satisfaction. In practice, the accuracyof our
method depends on determining which locks and relations be-
tween thread variables are held at each program location within the
threads{2, . . . N}. This information can be represented as arith-
metic program invariants and can thus be computed using existing
analysis tools for sequential programs (i.e. [23, 37]) or by adding
additional predicates over the lock variables before applying the
property-driven safety checker. We assume that all threadsin the
program respect locking disciplineDA andDB. That is: our algo-
rithm never checks that the the lock-discipline is respected, though
this can be easily assured via a static check that threads only use
lock andunlock to modify the values of lock variables.

THEOREM2. If the programQi satisfies its assertions then the
threadTi respects agreementA, i.e., the condition 2 in the proof
rule holds for the threadTi.

Weakening. If the agreementA is not a sound overapproxima-
tion of the environment threads then there will exist a thread Ti,
wherei ∈ {2, . . . , N}, such that anassert statement in the cor-
responding sequential programQi fails. Let k be the location of
thisassert in the body ofQi. Also assume thatA = A′∧ρ, and
that the conjunctρ causes the assertion failure at the locationk.
In this case we weaken the agreement by replacingρ in A with
ρ ∨ lck 6= 1 if we can prove thatpc = k ⇒ lck = i is a thread-
local invariant of the threadTi for some lock variablelck ∈ Locks.
If we cannot find such a lock, we report a case of potential thread-
nontermination together with the last counterexampleπc examined.

We observe that such weakening algorithm preserves the
progress property of the overall method,i.e.that no counterexample
is discovered more than once. The strengthening phase eliminates
the counterexample by restricting the agreement. If any weakening
takes place, then it does not undo the strengthening since itis only
applied when the thread holds a lock.

6.1 Example

ConsiderT3 from Figure 2, and the agreementA = [l 6= 1 ∨ x
′ ≤

x]. We show how our method checks that the threadT3 respects the
agreementA on example of the statementx=nondet();.

The transformationAgChk(T3,A) produces the following code
fragment for the statement above.

lck’ = nondet();
x’ = nondet();
assume(!(lck==0 && lck’!=0) || lck’!= 3);
assume(lck!=3 || lck’=3);
lck = lck’;
x = x’;
‘x = x;
‘lck = lck;
x = nondet();
assert( ‘lck!=1 || x <= ‘x );

By applying a program analysis on the sequential program
AgChk(T3,A), we can check that the assertion holds. The proof
relies on the discovery of the fact thatlck = 3 when the assertion
is checked.

7. Experimental results
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our thread-termination al-
gorithm, we have constructed a preliminary implementationand
applied it to the problem of proving thread-termination of dispatch
routines from Windows device drivers. We found that the transla-
tion implementingSeqComp(T1,A) produces programs that are
unnaturally difficult for termination provers based on [21]. The ter-
mination proof techniques described in [4], however, are largely
unaffected by the translation. The technique from [4], however,
does not produce counterexamples, whereas [21] does. Thus,dur-
ing these experiments we used an implementation of a sequential
termination prover that combined the techniques from [4] and [21].

As described in [5], termination proofs for some1 loops in Win-
dows device drivers require an analysis that is capable of reason-
ing about the lengths of linked data-structures. Following[8], we
have added integer length-variables to our model of queues and
other data-structures accessed by kernel-level APIs by thedevice
drivers. The Windows kernel “interlocked dequeue” operation, for
example, is modelled to atomically decrement a counter stored in

1 Perhaps 30% on average.



the queue data-structure. Our change was not made in code being
proved terminating, but rather the model of the operating system
that is used in conjunction with the device driver.

Note that locks in Windows device drivers are stored in the
heap, and not as global variables. However, in all cases seenin
our evaluation, the locks were stored in a single data-structure
created during the driver’s startup: thus we modified the device
driver code used in our evaluation to use global lock variables. An
additional complication is that, in some circumstances, Windows
device drivers use locking mechanisms not supported in our current
formulation (e.g.mutexes). These cases were were avoided in our
evaluation.

Results. See Table 1 for the results of our experiments. Example
17 includes the code from Figure 1, and Example 1 includes the
code from Figure 8. Each example in Table 1 represents a thread-
termination proof for a single loop (i.e.cutpoint in the control-flow
graph) within a dispatch routine. Dispatch routines usually contain
between 2 to 30 loops each, thus a complete thread-termination
proof for a whole dispatch routine will require more processing
time (perhaps 2x, 30x, or in some cases more). The device drivers
range in sizes from 1,000 to 30,000 lines of code, however the
reachable code from a single dispatch routine (device drivers usu-
ally export up to 10) usually ranges from 300 to 10,000 of lines of
code.

Table 1 demonstrates promise that our algorithm from Fig-
ure 4 can be made to be practical, automatic, accurate and scal-
able. The tool is completely automatic. Only two false negatives
were reported, both due to inaccuracies in the underlying termina-
tion prover’s treatment of bitvectors. Furthermore, the performance
(while expensive) in many cases is not intractable. Table 1 also
demonstrates that, at least in this domain, simple agreements suf-
fice. We expect the same to be true for most instances of industrial
software.

Comparison with existing tools. As mentioned in Section 1, until
now no known termination prover has “natively” supported thread
termination. Before now the sound option available was to apply
a sequential termination prover on a program that represents an
encoding of all of the interleavings ofT1 to TN. In order to compare
against our new algorithm we have tried this for the first three
examples from Table 1: all three cases resulted in a timeout after
3 hours using TERMINATOR.

The other potential competitor to our technique is simply torun
a sequential termination prover on the single thread in question,
thus simply ignoring the unsoundness (due to bugs that can only be
found in the concurrent setting). During the analysis that produced
Table 1 we found 3 previously unknown bugs (Examples 1, 5, and
19). The bugs in Examples 1 and 19 indeed require support for
concurrency in order to be found, meaning that in principle no other
known program termination prover would be able to find these
bugs. This assertion was verified experimentally for at least one
sequential termination prover (i.e. TERMINATOR)—meaning that
we applied TERMINATOR to the individual threads with bugs from
Examples 1 and 19 and found that the sequential tool reportedan
unsound result due to the fact that it was ignoring the interleavings
with the environment. AsA = true in Example 5, however, this
bug can be found simply with a sequential termination prover.

Notes on the bug from Example 1 of Table 1 (Figure 8). Figure 8
shows the loop from the first example in Table 1. This is notall of
the code used in the example, just the body of the loop. All of the
code reachable from this loop was considered during the thread-
termination proof together with all of the code from all of the other
threads that could be executing concurrently with it. This example
comes from the ‘I/O control’ dispatch routine of a modem driver.
During the execution of this dispatch routine, the code in the “read-

Example Time Result Strengthenings Weakenings
1 6192s CEX 1 1
2 3235s Pass 1 1
3 1366s Pass 0 0
4 T/O - - -
5 932s CEX 0 0
6 833s Pass 1 0
7 145s False 0 0
8 T/O - - -
9 2116s False 0 0
10 T/O - - -
11 521s Pass 0 0
12 4799s Pass 1 1
13 167s Pass 0 0
14 T/O - - -
15 6733s Pass 2 2
16 99s Pass 1 1
17 339s Pass 1 1
18 8831s Pass 2 1
19 1955s CEX 1 1
20 4224s Pass 1 1
21 54s Pass 0 0
22 28s Pass 0 0
23 T/O - - -
24 139s Pass 1 1
25 344s Pass 0 0

Table 1. Results of experimental evaluation on device drivers.
Each example represents a single loop in a dispatch routine for
a device driver. “Strengthenings” indicates how many timesthe
strengthening procedure was called, and “Weakenings” how many
times the weakening procedure was invoked from the checking
procedure. “T/O” indicates timeout. The timeout thresholdwas
set to 3 hours (= 10800s). “CEX” indicates a bug found, “False”
represents a false bug found, and “Pass” represents the casewhere
a termination proof is found.

request” dispatch routine (not displayed) could be executed many
times concurrently. This “read-request” dispatch routinecan, in
cases, add elements to the queue that is being emptied in Figure 8.
Thus, if an ongoing supply of read-requests arrive concurrently
during the execution of the loop in Figure 8, the thread executing
the “I/O control” dispatch routine may not terminate.

The difficulty in this code is that the spinlock
&devExt->SpinLock is released and re-acquired within
the loop that is draining the list of request packets. The motivation
for releasing the lock is due to the performance cost of the
procedure that “removes and completes” the I/O request packets
(IRPs) in the queue: the programmer has decided that it is too
expensive to call this operation while holding the lock. A fixis to
create a new list, remove the elements fromReadQueue, place
them into the new list, release the lock, and then “remove and
complete” each request from the new queue. Examples 2 and 3
from Table 1 represent the two loops from this proposed fix.

8. Future work
We now refer to the current limitations of the proposed method that
might be interesting to address in future work.

Supporting general liveness. In this paper we have restricted our-
selves to termination only, and excluded arbitrary liveness prop-
erties [1] (i.e. fair termination) from consideration. However, it is
likely that recent work on proving fair termination for sequential
programs [20] can be adapted to the setting of thread-modular live-
ness checking.



while (!IsListEmpty(&devExt->ReadQueue)) {

PLIST_ENTRY ListElement;
KIRQL CancelIrql;

ListElement=RemoveHeadList(
&devExt->ReadQueue
);

Irp=CONTAINING_RECORD(ListElement,IRP,
Tail.Overlay.ListEntry);

IoAcquireCancelSpinLock(&CancelIrql);

if (Irp->Cancel) {
// this one has been canceled
Irp->IoStatus.Information=STATUS_CANCELLED;

IoReleaseCancelSpinLock(CancelIrql);

continue;
}

IoSetCancelRoutine( Irp, NULL);

IoReleaseCancelSpinLock(CancelIrql);

KeReleaseSpinLock( &devExt->SpinLock
, OldIrql);

Irp->IoStatus.Information=0;

RemoveReferenceAndCompleteRequest(
devExt->DeviceObject, Irp,

STATUS_CANCELLED);

KeAcquireSpinLock( &devExt->SpinLock
, &OldIrql);

}

Figure 8. Fragment of Example 1 from Table 1 (a modem device
driver) containing a concurrency/termination bug.

Unbounded threads, thread creation, thread destruction, etc.
We have made the simplifying assumption that the set of threads
in P is fixed. In principle our tool could be adapted to support an
unbounded number of threads in the environment so long as they
are drawn from a finite amount of code.

Synchronization primitives. For simplicity we have ignored sev-
eral forms of synchronization (e.g.mutexes). In practice, however,
these mechanisms are used in real programs and should be sup-
ported by our tool.

Stronger proof rule, stronger environment checking. Note that,
when checking thatTi respectsA, we assume nothing of the envi-
ronment thatTi executes in. Techniques exist to support this sce-
nario (e.g.[33] and [35]), and could potentially be adapted to our
setting.

Memory models. For simplicity we have largely ignored the com-
plications due to non-atomic reads/writes to shared variables. As an
example, our current setup would fail to prove the termination of
T1 from Figure 2 if the call toInterlockedDecrement(&x)
were replaced with the assignmentx=x-1, even though the pro-
gram still does guarantee termination.

9. Conclusion
Concurrent programs are often designed such that the execution
of certain subroutines (i.e. device driver dispatch routines) within
threads will not diverge. We call this property thread-termination.
We have described the first known program termination proverthat
natively supports proofs of thread-termination. When proving that
the threadT1 terminates, our prover attempts to find an abstract
model of the environment that overapproximates the behavior of
the other threadsT2, T3, etc. This model allows us to perform the
analysis thread-locally—we only consider each thread in isolation
together with the environment abstraction.

The novelty of the work presented here is the method of
strengthening the environment abstraction: it is incrementally com-
puted using information mined from the examination of pathsin the
thread. The key idea is that we can take paths from the concurrent
setting and prove them well-founded in the sequential setting. The
witnesses to these proofs can lead to stronger environment abstrac-
tions.

We have demonstrated the practicality of the approach by imple-
menting a tool and performing experiments with it on loops from
device drivers. This evaluation represents the first known successful
application of a termination prover for concurrent programs to in-
dustrial software. During the evaluation a number of driverloops
were proved terminating, and several previously unknown bugs
were also found.
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